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INTRODUCTION 
We consider here adiffeomorphism f on atwo-dimensional manifold M 
having a pair of hyperbolic f xed points p and q of saddle type so that one 
of the connected components ofW”(p) - (p} is a connected component of
W(q) - {q}. Although t is phenomenon is of infinite codimension n the 
context ofall possible diffeomorphisms (of class atleast Cl), it occurs quite 
naturally in the study of diffeomorphisms which are equivariant under a
finite group. Bearing this in mind, one of the authors gave in [M] a com- 
plete description of the invariants for conjugacies in the neighborhood f 
the saddle connection. 
This phenomenon also shows up when studying fixed points of dif- 
feomorphisms in Iw2 using the method of blowing up (see for instance 
[D-R-R]). “Blowing up” here ssentially means that one changes Cartesian 
coordinates into polar coordinates so that he fixed point gets transformed 
into an invariant circle. However, inmany interesting s tuations the circle 
consists entirely of fixed points. In [Cl, M. I. Camacho encountered this 
phenomenon as a Poincare-mapping in theblowing up of singularities of 
vector fields in Iw3 presenting variant cones. 
Here we are not really interested in genuine local conjugacies and their 
associated moduli, but only in conjugacies outside the saddle connection, 
giving rise to genuine conjugacies after pinching down the saddle connec- 
tion to a point. For that reason in Section 1 we introduce th notion of 
“pinched conjugacy.” 
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For simplicity, throughout the rest of the paper we assume that he sur- 
face diffeomorphisms we are investigating are ofclass C’, r > 2, and that hey 
preserve orientation. Actually it would not be hard to extend our results to 
the orientation reversing case. 
Recall from [H] that since f is C*, it can be C’ linearized near the 
hyperbolic f xed points p and q. Going from the neighborhood f p to the 
neighborhood f q we have atransition which we concretize (see Section 2)
in what we call a“transition function” associated with the saddle connec- 
tion. 
Let us denote the stable eigenvalue at p by 1, and the unstable eigen- 
value at q by p. Since f preserves orientation and carries thesaddle connec- 
tion onto itself, i and p are positive. 
In this paper we prove ssentially two results. First, ifthe transition 
function is strictly monotone we prove that here exists only one model for 
the notion of pinched conjugacy (see Section 4). In that case, and only in 
that case, the diffeomorphism is pinched conjugate to the time l-mapping 
of the flow of a vector field. Such time l-mappings always have a strictly 
monotone transition function. Second, ifthe transition function is piecewise 
strictly monotone without being monotone (for instance, if itis a Morse 
function with critical points), then we prove that he Pafis index [P] of the 
saddle connection, -log p/log 1, is an invariant forpinched conjugacy (see 
Section 5). Note that he Palis index is a positive real number. InSection 3 
we provide simple models-up to conjugacy-for allpossible situations. 
This also shows that not all our diffeomorphisms are pinched conjugate to 
the time l-mapping ofthe flow of a vector field. 
We are grateful to the referee for many useful remarks. 
1. DEFINITION OF “PINCHED CONJUGACY" AND STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS 
Let p be a hyperbolic saddle point off E diB(M*) (r B 1, dim M* = 2). It 
separates itstable (resp. unstable) manifold into two connected com- 
ponents which are called stable (resp. unstable) s paratrices off at p. A 
“saddle connection” f a diffeomorphism f is a curve y which is a 
simultaneously a table and an unstable separatrix off: 
DEFINITION. Let yi (i= 1,2) be a saddle connection of a diffeomorphism 
fi. We say that (fl, yl) is conjugate o(f2, y2) if there exist neighborhoods 
Ui of the closures i of yi and a homeomorphism h: Ui + U, conjugating 
fll U1 withf2l U,. 
We say that (fi, rl) is pinched conjugate o (f2, y2) if there xist 
neighborhoods Ui ofthe closure iof yi and a homeomorphism h: U, \yl --) 
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Uz\y2, which sends neighborhoods of y1to neighborhoods of y2and which 
is a conjugacy between fi1 U, \yi and f2 1 iJ,\y,. 
Remark. An equivalent way to think of pinched conjugacy isthe 
following. Let MF be the quotient space M/y, where yi is identified (or 
pinched) toa point ~7. Then f, projects to ahomeomorphism fi*: Al: + 
with p,? as a fixed point. If(f;", p:) is locally conjugate to (f;", p:)then 
(f i, yI) is pinched conjugate to (f2, y2) and conversely. 
If yc w”(p) n W”(q), p # q, is a saddle connection off, we denote by I,,, 
the number -log p/log i where Iis the contracting e genvalue of df and p 
is the expanding eigenvalue of dfq. Its importance was first observed by
J. Palis in [P] and accordingly we call it he Palis index. It is a conjugacy 
invariant, i.e., if(fi, y ) is conjugate to (fi, yz), then ZY,.f, = I ,2,/2 (see 
[N-P-T, P] ). However Z, ,/ is not the only conjugacy invariant ssociated 
with asaddle connection. ‘I  [M] a function T= TX,,,f: y + R! called the 
transition function was associated with each x~y. (The transition function 
associated with another x’E y differs f om T by a constant; seeLemma 2 
below.) We say the transition functions Ti = Tr,,y,,f,, i= 1 2, are equioalent 
if there is a homeomorphism H: y1 -+ y2 with x2 = H(x,) and 
T, = T2 0 H. 
The critical v ues of T are also conjugacy invariants and they provide, 
together with the Palis ndex, a complete s t of conjugacy invariants. More
precisely, the following holds: 
THEOREM [M]. (1) If two saddle connections have equal Palis indices 
and equivalent transition functions then they are conjugate. 
(2) Conversely, if two saddle connections areconjugate and tf their 
(necessarily equal) Palis indices are irrational, thentheir transition functions 
are equivalent. 
In this paper we will prove the following twotheorems. Throughout,fi is 
a c’ orientation preserving diffeomorphism, r 3 2, with saddle connection 
yi, i= 1, 2. 
THEOREM 1. If i and ft have strictly monotone transition functions then 
(f 1, y1) is pinched conjugate o( fi, y2). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that (fi, yl) is pinched conjugate o(f2, y2) and 
one of the Palis indices i irrational. If the transition function Ti of fi is 
piecewise trictly monotone and tf the locally extremal values are distinct 
modulo 1 + I?;; andform anonempty discrete set, not invariant by any trans- 
lation, then the two Palis indices are equal. 
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Remark. The condition on the set of locally extremal values i a generic 
one and it is sufficient for our purposes. In case Ti has ki (~0) local 
extrema ona fundamental domain, then our condition s surely satisfied if 
we ask the locally extremal values tobe distinct modulo (l/ki)( 1 +ZY;j). 
2. DEFINITION FTHE “TRANSITION FUNCTION" 
Since the function TX,y,/ will play an important role in this paper, wewill 
recall its definition. 
Let y c IV’(p) n w”(q) be a saddle connection (p #q), 1 the contracting 
eigenvalue of dfp and ,U the xpanding eigenvalue of dfq. Sincef is c’ with 
r > 2, there are C’ coordinate systems ‘pP: (VP, p) -+ (IX*, 0)and ‘p,: 
( Vy, q) + (R*, 0) linearizing f at p and q, respectively [H]. We denote by 
d, and d, the distance function induced from the uclidean distance of R* 
by these coordinate systems. 
LEMMA 1. rf ‘pp: (VP, p)+ (IF!*, 0) and ‘p,: (V,, q) + (rW*, 0)are C’ 
coordinate systems linearizing f at resp. p and q, then there xists a unique 
function t:y -+ [w satisfying thefoilowing conditions: 
(1) Zf x, E V, \y is a sequence onverging to a point xE y and k is an 
integer such that fk(x)E V, then 
r!i?c dp(x,, y) 
d,(fk(x,)v y)= Ak z(fk(x)). 
(2) z(f(x)) = (,u/uln) z(xfor all x~y. This zis c’-’ and, up to a con- 
stant multiplication, is independent of he C’ linearizing coordinate system. 
Proof Since all considerations occurin a neighborhood f y, it is no 
loss of generality to assume that ylies in the plane. Infact we can assume 
that p = (0, 0), q= (1, 0), yis the horizontal line segment (p, q), and w”(p), 
w”(q) are the vertical lines through p and q. Moreover, wecan iterate f a 
few times in order to assume that V, n V, contains an arc Jc y connecting 
the points x0 and f(xO). Hence y = U,,, =f”(J). The function r(x)= 
(W3u2)(~, 0 vy 0 cp;‘(~Jx)) is continuous, lim, -. m (d,(x,, y#,(x,, Y)) =
r(x) if x, is a sequence in(V, n V,)\y converging to a point xE J and 
z(f(xo)) =(p/A) 5(x0). Hence we can extend 7 to a continuous f nction z: 
y -+ R by setting t(x) =@“/A”) r(f-“(x)) if nE Z is such that f-"(x) E J. 
Clearly T satisfies condition (1) of the lemma. 
Now let ‘p,,: (V,, p) + (!R*, 0) and ‘p4: ( Vy, q) + (R*, 0) be some other 
C’ coordinate systems linearizing J: Hence (pP 0‘p;’ and Ipq 0q; l are C’ 
diffeomorphisms of a neighborhood f the origin ofR? commuting with 
linear isomorphisms of R2. Therefore th restriction of (pP0‘p; las well as 
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of (p,, ocp;’ to n;‘(O) (and also rc;l(O)) is linear, because itis a C’ dif- 
feomorphism of the real ine commuting with a linear contraction or a 
linear expansion. Thus there xist constants cpand cq such that 
(qY3 P)l$DcY> P))= cp if yE W”(p) and (d,(z, q)/d,(z, q)) = cq if ZE W’(q). 
It follows that if x, is a sequence inV,,\y (resp. V,\y) converging to a
point XE Y, then (&(x,, yY~,Cx,, Y)) (rev. (+,, YYJ&,,, ~1)) converges 
to cp (resp. cy). Therefore Z(x) = (c,/c,) r(x) for all xE y. 
It remains toprove that T is c’-- ‘. 
Let cp: V+ lR2 be a c’ coordinate system in a neighborhood V of the 
closure ofy such that q(y) cz,‘(O), cp( W”(p)) c n;‘(O) and cp( w”(q)) c
reel(l). Foreach UE R near 0, cpcp;‘(z;‘(a)) is the graph of a C’ function 
8, with 0,(O) = Q(P(P; ‘((0, a)). Using the methods of Section 6 of [H-P] it 
was proved in the appendix of[M-St] that he C’ coordinate system (pp 
can be chosen in such a way that for each a, 0, is c’ and the mapping 
(t, a) +jr-’ t3,(t) is C’ where ye1 denotes the (r - 1 )-jet of8, at t. This 
means each first partial with respect to t, 
ake (t) 
A = a:(e), atk O<k<r-I, 
is a C’ function of (a, t). If kd r - 2 then its econd mixed partial 
a, a,(a:m 
exists and is continuous. Hence, the opposite s cond partial a, a,(@(@) 
exists and equals the first one: 
By induction we interchange 8: + ’with a, : 
a, a; +ye) =a, a,(a:e) = a,a,(afe) 
=a,a, a,(a;k-le)=a; a,(a)-le)= . . . =a;+1 a,(e) 
for 0<k < r - 2. We conclude that at?,(t)/aa is a C’- ’ function of t for 
fixed a.
Now let us return tothe smoothness of T. We can assume 
e,(o) E a 
as well as t&(x) E 0. If p(z) = (x, y) for zE Vn V,, -y then 
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where y= d,(x). Itis equivalent that z-+ y, y -+ 0, or a + 0. Thus, 
*im d,(z,= 1 
2-y y !?I ((O,(x) - OO(x))/a) 
1 
=Wal,=o (e,(x))’ 
Call the limit rl(x). We know r1 is a c’-’ function of x. 
The same work done at q shows that 
Y 8 zz(x)= lim -=- 
Z-Y d&, Y) ih o=o 
(tia(x)) 
is a C’-’ function of X, where 1+5 describes thepartially smoothf-invariant 
foliation at q.Therefore 
z*(x) z(x)=- 
t,(x) 
is c’- ’ and the lemma is proved. 
DEFINITION FT.r,y,f: y -+ Iw. 
LJY) = & (log T(Y) -log z(x)), 
where z: y -+ 52 is the function given by Lemma 1. 
The proof of the following lemma is easy and left to the reader. 
LEMMA 2. (1) Tx,r,f isc’- ’ and does not depend on the choice of the 
linearizing coordinate systems. 
(3) T,,,,(f(y))=T,,,,(y)+(l +I; . 
Remark. The function TX,Y,f defined above is essentially equal to the 
logarithm ofthe function T,-+: 10, 1[ + R of [M]. However, Lemma 1 
shows that we do not need the existence of C3 linearizing coordinate 
systems a was assumed in CM] in order to get TX,,,r ofclass C’ (or C* 
when working with C3 diffeomorphisms). 
505.7511-7 
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3. 'SIMPLE MODELS FOR THE “SADDLE CONNECTION PHENOMENON" 
Now we will construct a family f,,= of C’ diffeomorphisms of theplane 
having a saddle connection f. This family will be universal in the sense that 
if yis a saddle connection of C’ diffeomorphisms f then(f, y) is conjugate 
to (f&v? ZJ for some (p, a). 
Let cp: Iw --t R! be a C” diffeomorphism suchthat q(t) =2t for t< + and 
cp(t)=~(t-l)+lfort~~.Let~bethesetofC’functionsa:]O,l[-+[W 
such that a( rp( t)) =a(t) +2, a($) = 1, and a’(i) = 0. If p > 0 and a E V, we 
define b:10, l[ + R by 
exp(-1) if t<$ 
P(t)= exp(((p+ 1)/2)a(t)+(p-1)/2) if $<t<$ 
I ev(p) if t>$. 
Finally, we consider fp,a: R2 + R2 to be 
f&x1, x2)= (cp(Xl), B(Xl .XZ)* 
Clearly fp,a is a C’ diffeomorphism and Z= {(x,, 0) 10 <x, < l} is a 
saddle connection of fp,X. 
LEMMA 3. Let y be a saddle connection of a C2 diffeomorphism f: Then 
there xists ana E V such that (f, y) is conjugate o(f,,,, ZJ, where p= ZY./. 
Proof. Notice that ZTr,P,l. =p. Let V,={( x1,x2): xicl} and V, = 
{(x,, x2); x, > O}. Let ‘pP: I’, + lh!’ and (p4: I’, + lR2 be coordinate systems 
linearizing fp,= such that (pP(xi,x2)=(x1,x2) if xi Gf and qq(x,,x2)= 
(xi - 1, x2) if xi 2 3. Hence, for z‘<xi <~wehavethatcp,(x,,x,)=(x,,x,) 
and (P&x~, x2)= C?i (cp(xl)- 11, @w(p))-' B(xl)x2). Thus z(x,, O)= 
(exp(p))-’ /3(x1) if$< xi < 4. Therefore 
G/4,0H-.j,,(f~ 0) 
=((~+lPp)(a(t)+l) if +<t<f. 
We now use the result of[M] which we have stated inSection 1.
4. PRCNIF OF THEOREM 1, TREATING THE CASE WITH 
STRICTLY MONOTONE TRANSITION FUNCTIONS 
LEMMA 4. Zf a E %’ is strictly monotone then there exist foliations 9” and 
8” satisfying thefollowing conditions: 
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(1) F” (resp. S’) is an fp,E -invariant foliation of a neighborhood of 
w”(0, 0) (resp. wS( JO)). 
(2) Each leaf of FS intersects wU(( 1,0)) transversally t a unique 
point, each leaf of 9” intersects W’((0, 0)) at a unique point. 
(3) There is a neighborhood 42 of r such that each leaf of 9’ inside 
{(x,, x2) IO < x1 < 1, x2 > 0} A 42 and each leaf of 9” inside that same set 
cut each other in exactly 1 point. Each point of {(x,, x2) IO < x1 < 1, 
x2 > 0 > n 42 belongs to exactly one leaf of each foliation. 
Proof: Let 8” be the foliation whose leaf through t e point (0, x2) is 
JY(0,x,)={(t,x2);t<t(l+~)} if e-‘<x,<l 
WO, x2) = f;,:,(9’(0, e”x )) 
if e-‘“+‘)<x2 Qe-“fornEZ\(O} 
P(0, 0) = {(t, 0); t< l}. 
Let 5-” be the foliation whose leaf through (1, x2) is 
~S(l,x,)={(t,x,);l-tdt(L+~)j if e-P<x2<1 
if e-(“+1)p<x2 <e-“PfornEZ\{O} 
P(l,O) = ((t, 0); 1-t < l}. 
Clearly 9” and $P” are invariant foliations. Let S be the strip ((x,, x2): 
O<x, < 1, x2 >O} and %! be a neighborhood ffwith 4nS= ((x1,x2): 
O<x, <l, O<~~<A=min(e-*,eaZP)}. Then .P(l,a)nSn% for 
0 < a < A consists of the horizontal line segment {(t, a): 4< t < 1) together 
with the graph of some monotonically decreasing function f;:[t”,, j] + R 
with 0< t”, < 1, f;( t”,) = A, f:(i) = a. 
F”(O, b) n S n 9 for 0<b < A consists of the horizontal line segment 
{(t, b): 0< t < f] together with the graph of some monotonically increasing 
function f;:[j, $1 + [w with 4< t;: < 1, f;(i) = b, f;(t;) = A. 
Hence g”(O, b) n zP’( 1, a) n S n 9 is a unique point and each point of 
Sn 4 belongs to exactly one 9”(0, b) and exactly one P( 1, a) (see 
Fig. 1). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Using Lemma 3 of Section 3 we see that it is 
enough to consider diffeomorphismsfPi,ai, i = 1,2 withai E 5%’ monotone. By
Lemma 4, fp,,., both ave stable and unstable foliations 5; and Fy, i = 1,2. 
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FIGURE 1 
Take now any homeomorphism 
h: n,‘(O) u 7cn; ‘(l)u (G’(o)\n c) 
conjwatingf,,,., with fp ,a2. 
We are going to extend h to a homeomorphism h: U, \r + Uz \r where 
Ui are small neighborhoods f the closure of r. If x E U,\T and 
O< n,(x) < 1 we take h(x) to be the unique lement in S;(hni(x)) n 
S$(hni(x)) where n:(x) is the intersection of theleaf of 97 through x with 
X;‘(O) and R:(X) is the intersection with n;l(l) of the leaf of 9; through 
x. If n,(x)<0 (resp. z,(x)> 1) we define h(x) to be in n;‘(hn,(x))n 
F-;(hnA(x)) (resp. innL’(hn,(x)) nFS(hni(x))). It is easy to see that h: 
U1 \r+ U2\r is a conjugacy between (f,,,,) and (f,,,,,), whileh sends 
neighborhoods of F to neighborhoods of r.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2, IMPLYING THE EXISTENCE OF MODULI IN 
THE CASE WHERE THE TRANSITION FUNCTIONS ARE NOT MONOTONE 
LEMMA 5. If cq ~59, i= 1, 2 are piecewise trictly monotone with locally 
extremal values, distinct modulo 2, and forming anonempty discrete set, not 
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invariant by any translation, f p, is irrational, and if ( fP,,S(, , r) is pinched 
conjugate o(fp2,0r2, r), then pz =p,. 
Remark. As TC1,4,0),r,fp,+,(t) = ((p + 1)/2p)(ai(t) + 1) we see that he con- 
dition the set of locally extremal values ofai fits with the condition on 
the set of locally extremal values ofT~,,4,,,J,r,~p. as expressed in Theorem 2. 
It would also suffice forai to have locally extremal values distinct modulo 
2/k, in case a, has k, ( #0) local extrema ona fundamental domain. 
Proof. Let Ui be neighborhoods of i=and let h: U, \r + U2 \r be a con- 
jugacy between fa.a, and fpl.or2 with the property that h sends 
neighborhoods f r in U, to neighborhoods f i? in U,. Let Ui+ = 
{(xi, x2) EUi 1 xz > 0). We may assume that h( U,+ ) = U; . Consider the 
coordinate systems q5i: Ui+ -+ R* with di(xl, x2) =(xi, log x2) and let F,: 
R* + R2 be the diffeomorphism F (u,, u2) =(cp(ui), u2 + y,(u,)) where yi: 
IR + R is defined by
-1 if t<f 
((pi+1)/2)ai(t)+(pj-1)/2 if+<t<i 
Pi if t > f. 
Clearly Fiis the expression of f,,,a, in the coordinate system di and H= 
4* 0 h 0 q5; ’is a conjugacy between F,and F2. 
Let &: [0, l] + R and &: [0, l] + R’ be the functions 
a if t d l/2 
a+ 1 +(n- l)tl +Pi)+Yi((P-“(t)) 
if q”-‘(i) < t< q”(f), n 2 1 
b if t2+ 
<;b(t)= b+Pi-yi(2”t)+n(pi+l) 
i if l/2 “+*<tQ1/2”+‘,nBO. 
Consider the foliations 9; and 9; such that he leaf of FG~ (resp. of9;) 
through the point (0, a) (resp. (1, b)) is F;(O, a) = graph <,“, (resp. 
Y;( 1, b) = graph t;,6). Clearly these foliations are invariant by Fi. 
Let N& = #Ty(O, a) n S”(1, b). If b 2 a + sup Iyi(t)l hen S’y(O, a) n
F”lf(l, b)= {(t, 6); ZE (<;,)-’ (6)). Let us denote by ry the function t;,. We 
have 
5;, =5;+a (1) 
<~((p”(t))=<;(t)+n(l+p~) iftatandn>O. (2) 
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By (2), c + n( 1 + pi) is a locally extremal value of <y whenever n >0 is an 
integer and c is a locally extremal value of r;. By (1 ), cis a locally extremal 
value of 5; iff c + a is a locally extremal value of <;,. 
Let c6 be the biggest value of the local maxima of <y: 10, 1[ + R in 14, $1 
and let x6 E It, i] be the point where <;(xb) = cb. 
Let cb < ci < e . . < CQ < CL + (pi + 1) be the locally extremal ualues of5: in 
the interval [CL, c6 + (pi + l)[. Because of the conditions  ai and the 
definition of l:, we know that x6 is well defined and each value cj 
corresponds to one local extremum; k,. = Ii + 1 is the number of local 
extrema of ai on a fundamental domain (see Fig. 2). 
Clearly c 2cd is a locally extremal value of 5; iff c= cf +n(p, + 1) for 
some j = 0, . . Zi and some integer n >0. Let Nj,n = #(T;)-’ (b) for some 
(and therefore forany) bE (cj + n(p, + l), cj+, +n(p, + 1)). 
We claim that Nj,n =Nj,, = Nj for all n3 0. In fact, let b,, E]cj, cj+ i[ and 
b= b. +n(pi + 1) for some integer n 30. If t E ((;)-I (b,) then tax6 and 
c;(@(t)) = <Y(t) + n(p, + 1) = b. So q”(t) E (5;))’ (b) and Nj< Nj,,. Let 
to-’ (b). Then r~]qP-~(x& cp”(xb)[ for some m> 1. If ?=cp-“(t) 
then i~]p-'(xb),x6[ and <Y(t)=tY((~“(i)) = tY(?)+m(l+pi) SO that 
5Y(9)=bo+(n-m)(1+pi).Sinceb,>c:~cb=sup~5r(t)ItE[~-1(~6),~5]} 
it follows that m > n. Thus ~JY(~P-“(t))=rr((p”-“(z)) = (y(I)+ 
l/2 x0 314 Iplx,) 
FIGURE 2 
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(m-n)(p,+l) = b,+(n--m)(l+~i)+(m-n)(p,+l) = b,. Therefore 
q-“(t) E (tj;)- ’ (b,) and Nj,n <Nj. This hows that Nj,n =NJ and our claim 
is proved. 
Notice that Nj, 1 = NJ: +2 because xiis piecewise strictly monotone and 
the cj are locally extremal values. From (1) we have that 
y;,b =Nj (3) 
if b-a - n(p, + 1) E ]cj, cj+ r[ for some n E fU Let 6 > 0 and consider the 
following strips: 
q6(0, a) = { (Ul? u2) I5;,(%) - 66 uz G 5@,) + 4 
F-;JL b)= {h ~dl5~,&4-~~~2 G 5;,,h)+@. 
Let A,,, h : 58 + R be the homeomorphisms defined byH(0, a) = (0, h,(a)) 
and H( 1, b) = ( 1, h,(b)). Since H is continuous, given 6> 0 there xists 
cg > 0 such that 
(4) 
(5) 
From (4) and (5) it follows that given A> 0 there exists nd,A >0 such that 
fWV% 4) n I( Ul? u2) Iu2 GA > = 9;,,&4 hl@)) 
W~““,(L b)) n {( ~1, ~211~2 GA) =C,a(L h(b)) 
if a< -n,. and bs -nhA. 
(6) 
(7) 
If for such a, b with asufficiently low b we suppose that he distance of 
any locally extremal value of <;,ac,, to h,(b) is bigger than 26, then 
X,b 2 N&),hl(b)- 
Taking nd,A bigger, if necessary, and supposing that he distance of any 
locally extremal value of t’;,, tob is bigger than 26, we also have 
N,&,, h,Cbj > NA b and hence N,&nj,h,Cbj = Ni .Let now mj + co, n,! + co and 
nj + 00 be sequences in N with the property 
nj . (p., + 1) - mj + di (i= 1,2) 
for some di E [0, 1+ p,[. Let a,, b, E R be chosen in a way that ogether 
with a, =&(a,) and b, =h,(b,) we have 
bi-(u,+di)~c:+(pi+l)Z (8) 
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for all k= 0, . . ii and i = 1,2. Applying the previous reasoning (based on 
(6) and (7)) for sufficiently sma l6, we obtain the existence of JE fV such 
that 
Ni,+d,,b, =Ni,-+, =Ni2-m,,b, =NZ2+d2.62 YGJ. (9) 
As a matter of fact hO(a, -m,) = a, -m, because hois a conjugacy on
(0) x IR. 
As p1 is irrational, if we suppose p2# p1 we can (by using the Sublemma 
stated and proved in the Appendix) find asequence mj+ co having two 
subsequences (mjk) and (mji) with the following properties: either 
n;(p, +1)-m, +c 
nk(p2 + l)-mjk -4 
nb(~2 + 1) - mi; + d’, 
(10) 
for some sequences (n,!), (n,), (n;) in N, some CE [0, 1+pI[, and d, 
d’ E [0, 1+ p2[ with d# d’, or 
nj(p, + 1)-mj -+i: 
nk(P~ +I)-mj, +a 
n;(p, + I)-mii -+2’, 
with 2, a’ E [0, 1 + pr[ and a’ #a. Without lost of generality we may 
assume that (10) occurs with d’ > d. 
Because of the definition of 5;in terms of tli and the condition on the 
locally extremal values ofai we see that he set of locally extremal values of
5; is not invariant by any translation, s  ot by the translation y + 
y + d’ - d. We can hence choose x so that x+ d is acritical value and x + d’ 
is a regular value. As each c,? is the value of exactly one local strict 
extremum of <;, we may choose a,, b, ER such that b2 -a, =x+E, for E
small (E >0 or E < 0), so that 
bl - (4 + c) 4 ks + (Pl + l)Z for k = 0, . . 1, 
b2-(a2+d)Elci,,ci:+,C+(P2+1)Z 
bz-(az+d’)~lc~:,cj:+,C+(~2+1)~, 
where j, j, E (0, . . 12} are such that NJ: #NJ:. Hence N&,,,,b2 = Ni and 
N&m,i,b2 = N; where k is sufficiently large. On the other hand, NA, -,,+., 
is equal to some constant N’for all jsuffkiently big,while IV&,,+ = 
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N& -m,k,b2 andNi, _3;,b, = Nzz _,,,+. Therefore Ni = N’ = Ni and this 
contradiction proves that p2 = p,. 
Remarks. 1. Theorem 2follows from Lemma 5. 
2. Taking the same assumptions as in Lemma 5, except that p1 is the 
rational fraction p, /ql, we obtain with the same reasoning as above that 
p2 = k/q, for kE IV. 
3. Considering o ly C3 diffeomorphisms with a C3-topology, let f
have a saddle connection y such that Tx,v,y is a Morse function whose 
critical values are distinct moduo (1 + 1?;;$ and form anonempty set, not 
invariant by any translation, then there exists a neighborhood V off with 
the property hat whenever 7~ V has a saddle connection 7 and (x 7) is 
pinched conjugate to (f, y), then 1~ = I,, 
The proof is based on Lemma 5, on Remark 2, and of course on the 
C2-stability of Morse functions. 
4. Counting the number of intersection poi ts between leaves of 
stable and unstable foliations-as we did in Lemma S-we see that an 
(f, y) as studied inTheorem 2can never be pinched conjugate to an (f, y) 
with astrictly monotone transition function as considered in Theorem 1. 
APPENDIX 
In the proof of Lemma 5 we have used the following. 
SUBLEMMA. Let a, b E [0, l[ be such that for all sequences (mj) in N with 
mj + co, we have mja converges mod 1 om,b converges mod 1. 
(1) Ifa=p/q then b=p’/qforsomep’E{O,...,q-1). 
(2) ZfaE[W\Q then b=a. 
ProoJ (1) Take mj = jq*mja= jp converges mod 1 =S j(qb) =
(jq) b = mjb converges mod la qb E Z =E- b = p’/q with p’ E (0, .  .  q - 1). 
(2) From (1) it follows that bE R\Q (otherwise q E Q). 
Let x E [O, l[ and let mj + cc and nj + cc be sequences such that 
mja -+ x mod 1 as well as nja + x mod 1. By supposition 3y, zE [0, 1[ with 
mjb + y mod 1 and nib + z mod 1. Taking k, = mj for jeven and kj = nj for 
j odd we see that kja + x mod 1. Hence kjb must also converge mod 1, 
implying that y= z. For S’ = [w/Z, let R,: S’ t=, denote the rotation by a. 
If x E S’, define h(x) to be limj, o. R?(O) where mj -+ co is any sequence 
such that R?(O) + x. Because of our previous remarks, h is well defined, 
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and is clearly bijective. We claim that his continuous. If not, there would 
exist a sequence X,converging to some point x and with the property that 
h(x,) converges to ywith y#h(x). For each nchoose a sequence (m;b with 
R$(O)-+“” x,. Then h(x,) = limj, a3 R$(O). Hence, for each n there 
exists j,such that for j> j, we have Ix, -R$(O)I < l/n as well as 
Jh(x,)- R$(O) < l/n. Taking k, =m; we see that R2(0) +n-m x while 
Rp(o)-d- y #h(x), which is in contradiction w thour previous 
remarks. Therefore h is continuous. Butalso h-i is continuous, and
h&(x) = &h(x) Vx E S’, implying that a= b. 
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